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Context
Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV) affect
Stealth of military aircrafts and cause fatigue damage on the risers used in offshore petroleum production.
Objectives
VIV modeling and creation of optimal control laws
Solver
Implementation of a solver able to model fluid – structure interactions
Implementation of a new discrete Immersed Boundary 
Method in OpenFOAM
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Journée des Utilisateurs OpenFoam
• Implementation of an  object oriented library « Immersed Boundary Method » 
(Pinelli & al .JCP 2010) in the Openfoam code (tested in version 2.1.1 ; 2.2.1 
;2.2.2; 2.2.X; 3.0.1)
• Able to handle complex, moving and deformable bodies
Object Oriented Library
Tree of the IBM Library IBM lib for 
OpenFOAM.
Object Oriented Library
IBM Library
Incompressible solver RANS Incompressible 
Turbulence library
LES Incompressible 
Turbulence library
- PISO solver - Spalart Allmaras v 
2.X.X
- Spalart Allmaras v 
3.X.X
- DDES Spalart
Allmaras v 2.X.X
- DDES Spalart
Allmaras v 3.X.X
IBM Library integrated in 3 OpenFoam Libraries 
:
Immersed Boundary Method
Volume force integrated in N-S equations to model the Geometry :
NACA 0016 with Immersed Boundary Method
With : 
Interpolation of  the velocity on the lagrangian grid:
Spreading the force on the eulerian mesh:
Force term on a lagrangian grid
U  = U desired on a 
lagrangian point 
d
and
Immersed Boundary Method
IBM delta function for an uniform cartesian mesh
Eulerian discretization of the IBM force term f  
around a Lagrangian marker: comparison between 
2nd order discretization using a centered scheme and 
the kernel analytical solution
Immersed boundary on an uniform mesh
Immersed Boundary Method
IBM delta function with rkpm method for non-uniform mesh
Modification of the delta function  following Liu et al. 1995:
Eulerian discretization of the IBM force term f  
around a Lagrangian marker: comparison between 
2nd order discretization using a centered scheme and 
the kernel analytical solution
Zoom on the mesh discretization of an Immersed 
boundary on a non-uniform mesh
IBM PisoFoam
• Succesfull modification of the PISO solver 
to import the IBM library
• Submitted paper in « Computers and fluids »
• Good scalability of the solver with the IBM 
library
Performance (scability) of the solver as function of the 
number of processors for a 2D simulation of a flow at 
Re = 500 past a moving cylinder using 106 Eulerian 
points and 312 Lagrangian markers.
IBM PisoFoam
Improvement of the near wall accuracy of the method, analytical calculation of the 
force derivative : 
Classical boundary IBM without correction IBM with correction
Plots of the velocity divergence around a 2D cylinder at Re = 30
Verification : Manufactured 
solution
Convergence order for the global force and 
no slip condition error
No slip condition Error :
Δx
Δx²
Δx²
Δx
Global Force Error :
Validation on well-
documented test cases
1st test case : 2D fixed cylinder
Geometrical parameters of the wake, lift, drag coefficient and 
strouhal for the configuration of a fixed cylinder. Numerical and 
experimental data from literature are provided for comparison.
Geometrical parameters of the wake for a steady flow at Re = 30
Vorticity countours evidencing the shedding of large-scale vortices 
in 2D flow past a fixed circular cylinder at Re = 185
Re = 300; λz = 1,25
Re = 200; λz = 4,5
Validation on well-
documented test cases
2nd test case : 3D fixed cylinder
Mean separation angle as a function of the Reynolds number. Error bars corresponding 
to the min/max values achieved during the duration of the averaging process are shown by 
the vertical lines on either side of the square symbols.
Iso-surfaces of the instantaneous 
Q-criterion (−0.8 < Q < 0.8)
Fz ratio  = St / fz oscil = 0,975; A = 0,25 D
Validation on well documented 
test cases
3rd test case : 2D moving cylinder Re = 500 with forced oscillations
Comparisons of the instantaneous vorticity contours 
between the results obtained by H.M.Blackburn and 
R.D.Henderson (1999) (left column) and present results 
(right column) on the conguration of moving cylinder at Re 
= 500. At 5 different instants (f to j)
Lift coefficient CL as a function of the cylinder displacement for the 
2D flow past an oscillating cylinder at Re=500 : present results (grey 
line) vs. Results obtained by Blackburn and Henderson 1999.
Source Present Shiels et al. Shen et al. Lee et al.
A 0.539 0.58 0.57 0.64
f 0.17 0.196 0.190 0.180
CD,avg 2.0854 2.22 2.15 2.11
Fkyybym y 
Validation on well 
documented test cases
4th test case : 2D moving cylinder Re = 100 with free oscillations
Absolute value of vorticity countours evidencing the shedding of large-scale vortices 
in 2D flow past a moving circular cylinder with free oscillations at Re = 500 
Scheme of the free oscillations model
Amplitude, Frequency and Drag for the configuration of a moving cylinder 
with free oscillations . Numerical and experimental data from literature are 
provided for comparison.
Work in Progress
Creation of turbulent dynamics libraries :
• incompressibleIBMRAS.so
• incompressibleIBMLES.so
Includes for now:
• IBM_Spalart_Allmaras
• IBM_DDES_Spalart_Allmaras
IBM on non-uniform meshes
Classical Boundary : Re = 3900
Immersed Boundary : Re = 3900
1st study: turbulent flows
νt countours in 2D flow past a fixed circular 
cylinder
Work in Progress
Finite Element Method
0 1
Behaviour law : generalized Hook’s law for isotropic material 
Solver validated on a cantilever beam.
Target geometries : 
2nd study: deformable bodies
P1 Elements in 1,2 and 3D
Small displacement assumption :
Work in Progress
Modification of the solver sonicFoam by the team of Pprime* with the IBM library
*-Inst PPrime, UPR 3346, CNRS, Université de Poitiers, ENSMA
In collaboration with : RIAHI Hamza, MELDI Marcello, GONCALVES DA SILVA Eric
3rd study: compressible flows
U contours calculated by IBM_sonicFoam on a circular and square cylinder
Include IBM in your solver
Include IBM in your solver
Futher efforts
• Implementation of an adjoint solver coupled with the present 
IBM Method to achieve the control analysis of the VIVs.
Do you have any question ?
Input Files
Output Files
